Advancing the Science on Recovery Community Centers: Seminar Series

Seminar 5

Title:
Bridging the Divide Between Healthcare Systems and RCCs: A Moderated Panel Discussion

Presenter:
Dr. Sarah Wakeman and a team of panelists from Massachusetts General Hospital

Date:
Friday, March 19, 12:00 EST

Description:
In this 5th seminar of the NIDA-funded seminar series on recovery community centers (RCCs), and how these RCCs can support persons treated with medications for opioid use disorder, Dr. Sarah Wakeman of Massachusetts General Hospital will moderate a panel focused on how to bridge the divide between healthcare settings and community-based RCCs with a diverse group of panelists.

Dr. Gene Lambert, associate medical director of the hospital-based addiction consult team and Christopher Shaw, nursing director, will share perspectives on what type of community based supports they wish were available to connect hospitalized patients to and, in an ideal world, what can facilitate that linkage as well as what barriers exist now. Dr. Davida Schiff, medical director of the perinatal SUD clinic, will reflect on similar questions from the perspective of dyadic care for birthing people and their infants. Dr. Marti Kane, clinical director of the SUD initiative, will share her expertise on the linkage with the mental health system and how community-based recovery supports can be connected synergistically with clinical care settings and vice versa. Windia Rodriguez, program manager for the recovery coaching program, will share her wisdom and expertise, having worked in RCCs and now embedded in a clinical setting.

Recording:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3e-ltQEO4s

Slides:
http://www.recoveryanswers.org/assets/2021.03.19-R24-Seminar-Slides.pdf

Chat Transcript:
For privacy reasons, please email RecoverySeminars@MGH.HARVARD.EDU for a copy of the chat.